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Southam Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL52 3NJ

Steeped in history and boasting 90 acres of glorious grounds, Ellenborough Park is

nestled between the Cotswolds' highest point and the gallops of Cheltenham

Racecourse. Our sumptuous manor house has been lovingly restored to its original

five-star glory and is now home to laid-back dining experiences, a soul-soothing spa

and rooms brimming with country house character. Since reopening in 2010,

we've become Cheltenham’s only five-star hotel, and one of the Cotswolds' best-loved

places to stay, spa and dine - but there's so much more to us than that...
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From country house hideaways tucked away in the eaves

to boltholes complete with their very own gardens.

We offer chic-country comfort in the form of characterful

retreats; our beautiful bedrooms are where timeless

charm meets indulgent modern luxuries. 

STAY
Whether it's a relaxing afternoon spent in our Spa

Garden Retreat, or a lazy weekend filled with some

much-needed pampering, our cosy and intimate spa

set in our historic, listed building, surrounded by the

countryside is the perfect place to escape to.

SPA

Inspired by our proud heritage and love for the

countryside that surrounds us, we showcase

fresher-than-fresh produce and the very best flavours

of each season, each matching with our variety

of dining spaces to suit every occassion, from comfy

corners to wood-panelled elegance.

DINE
Our manor house and estate is a bit of an institution

in these parts. Although we've been welcoming

guests through the door since 1973, the building

itself has been standing for over 500 years, offering

a rich history filled with Royalty and variety.

HISTORY

Here we believe special touches are a must!

From the Dubarry Boot Room, our Paw Spa for those

muddy pups, and kiddie treats, we believe each visit

includes the whole family. Pair this with our rotating

selection of offers and events, we ensure that each

visit to Ellenborough Park will be a new yet familiar

experience, always greeted with friendly faces.

F IN ISH ING TOUCHES

Our team have created a carefully curated collection

of sips and tipples for you to discover, from classic

cocktails, chilled-to-perfection beers and fresh juices.

Or simply indulge with the infamous Taittinger as our

house Champagne, and a wine list that takes you on

a tour of the best bottles from around the world. 

DRINK


